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Hnu hau yq serum hól

KATEGORIEORI QEN A'U
min om fórryllísta súlpu
(system) fré festifellíþ hulant.
Category Theory

GOAL = What is Category Theory?

1) Find out why I believe CT is useful.

2) What to do next?

Diagram:

1. Should I use CT as the philosophy/theory of my research?
   - Yes
   - No

   Yes:
   - Integrate CT in the COBOL report.
1. collect
2. process
3. organize
4. Review
5. Do

Model I

Model II

It should be integrated with the hidden file !!!
We need to court?
Daniel Allen combines two projects...

Then are 3 decision points in GTP.

1. Is it achievable?
2. Does it require more than one action?
3. Does it take less than 2 minutes to execute.

- Answers / Love
- Here & Now
- Love
- Flaw
- Breathing
Re: Peace & Love
God, Love, Answer
Here/Now...
"mind like water"

89,000

Running
breathing - flow of air

sound - vibrating

signal - flowing thing

smells short

(slow flow)